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Abstract
A complex matrix X is called an {i, . . . , j}-inverse of the complex matrix A, denoted by
A(i,...,j), if it satisﬁes the ith, . . . , jth equations of the four matrix equations (i) AXA = A, (ii)
XAX = X , (iii) (AX)∗ = AX , (iv) (XA)∗ = XA. The eight frequently used generalized inverses
of A are A†, A(1,3,4), A(1,2,4), A(1,2,3), A(1,4), A(1,3), A(1,2), and A(1). The {i, . . . , j}-inverse of a
matrix is not necessarily unique and their general expressions can be written as
certain linear or quadratic matrix-valued functions that involve one or more variable
matrices. Let A and B be two complex matrices such that the product AB is deﬁned,
and let A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j) be the {i, . . . , j}-inverses of A and B, respectively. A prominent
problem in the theory of generalized inverses is concerned with the reverse-order law
(AB)(i,...,j) = B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j). Because the reverse-order products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) are usually not
unique and can be written as linear or nonlinear matrix-valued functions with one or
more variable matrices, the reverse-order laws are in fact linear or nonlinear matrix
equations with multiple variable matrices. Thus, it is a tremendous and challenging
work to establish necessary and suﬃcient conditions for all these reverse-order laws
to hold. In order to make suﬃcient preparations in characterizing the reverse-order
laws, we study in this paper the algebraic performances of the products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j).
We ﬁrst establish 126 analytical formulas for calculating the global maximum and
minimum ranks of B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) for the eight frequently used {i, . . . , j}-inverses of
matrices A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j), and then use the rank formulas to characterize a variety of
algebraic properties of these matrix products.
MSC: 15A03; 15A09; 15A24
Keywords: matrix product; generalized inverse; reverse-order law; rank; equality;
inequality
1 Introduction
Let A ∈ Cm×n be a general matrix. The Moore-Penrose inverse of A, denoted by A†, is
deﬁned to be a matrix X ∈Cn×m satisfying the following four Penrose equations:
(i) AXA = A, (ii) XAX = X, (iii) (AX)∗ = AX, (iv) (XA)∗ = XA. (.)
The concept of the Moore-Penrose inverse was independently described by Moore in []
and Penrose in []. It is well known that A† always exists for any A and is unique; see,
e.g., [–]. Moreover, a matrix X is called an {i, . . . , j}-inverse of A, denoted by A(i,...,j), if
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it satisﬁes the ith, . . . , jth equations in (.). The collection of all {i, . . . , j}-inverses of A is
denoted by {A(i,...,j)}. The eight frequently used generalized inverses of A are
A†, A(,,), A(,,), A(,,), A(,), A(,), A(,), A(). (.)
Generalized inverses of matrices are common tools to deal with singular matrices, and
now become fruitful and core parts of matrix theory and applications.
Before proceeding, we introduce the natation used in this paper. The symbol Cm×n
stands for the collection of all m × n complex matrices. The symbols r(A), R(A), and
N (A) stand for the rank, the range (column space, and the kernel (null space) of a matrix
A ∈ Cm×n, respectively. Im denotes the identity matrix of order m; [A,B] denotes a row
block matrix consisting of A and B. We use EA = Im – AA† and FA = In –A†A to stand for
the two projectors induced by A.
Inmatrix theory, a fundamentalmatrix operation is to ﬁnd the inverse of a squarematrix
when it is nonsingular, or to ﬁnd generalized inverses of the matrix when it is singular. It
is a common fact that for a pair of nonsingular matrices A and B of the same size, the
product AB is nonsingular as well, and the ordinary inverse of AB can be expressed as
(AB)– = B–A–. This basic algebraic equality is called the reverse-order law of the inverse
of the product of two nonsingular matrices in linear algebra. This law shows that if both
A– and B– are given, we can use their product B–A– instead of (AB)–, so that this
law can be used to simplify various matrix expressions that involve inverse operations of
products of nonsingular matrices. Because generalized inverses of matrices are extensions
of ordinary inverses of matrices, it is natural to accordingly construct a reverse-order law
(AB)(i,...,j) = B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) (.)
for the {i, . . . , j}-inverses of the product of two singular matrices of A and B. In these cases,
people were naturally interested in establishing necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the
reverse-order law to hold since Penrose deﬁned in the s the four matrix equations in
(.). Diﬀerent to the situations for nonsingular matrices, the reverse-order law in (.)
have many forms due to the multiple choices of {i, . . . , j}-inverses. The two well-known
forms of (.) are (AB)† = B†A† and (AB)() = B()A(); which were recognized and studied
in the literature since the s; see, e.g., [–]. Because the {i, . . . , j}-inverse of amatrix is
deﬁned from the fourmatrix equations in (.), it is straightforward to see that the reverse-
order law in (.) holds if and only if some/all of the following four matrix equations:
ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)AB = AB, (.)
B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) = B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j), (.)
(
ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)
)∗ = ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j), (.)
(
B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)AB
)∗ = B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)AB, (.)
hold. Because A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j) are not necessarily unique, (.)-(.) are four nonlinear
matrix equations with respect to A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j). Thus to characterize (.) is in fact to
solve the four matrix equations in (.)-(.). This is really a challenging work on solving
nonlinear matrix equations, and we need to make essential preparations in order to ﬁnish
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this algebraic task. In fact, reverse-order laws have belonged to the main objects of study
in the theory of generalized inverses, which have leaded to some essential developments
of the theory from the theoretical point of view. In particular, it greatly prompted estab-
lishments of many expansion formulas for calculating the ranks of matrices and their op-
erations, and these rank formulas, as demonstrated below, now are widely used in matrix
theory and applications. Note from (.) that the products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) are building blocks
for the constructions of the reverse-order laws and their variations. Hence it is necessary
to study the constructions of the products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) and their properties from the view-
point of matrix-valued functions.
In order to reveal more deep and fundamental connections between both sides in (.),
we consider in this paper some fundamental algebraic properties of the products on the
right-hand side of (.). This paper studies a particular class of matrix rank optimization
problems and establishes analytical formulas for calculating the maximum and minimum
ranks of  possible products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) on the right-hand side of (.), and use the rank
formulas to investigates the performance of the products. Recall that the rank of matrix
is a conceptual foundation in linear algebra and matrix theory, which is the most signiﬁ-
cant ﬁnite nonnegative integer in reﬂecting intrinsic properties of matrices. But it is really
a technical task for people to establish thousands of inﬂuential and eﬀective matrix rank
formulas in the development of matrix theory and to use the formulas in the intuitive and
rigorous investigations of matrices and applications. The intriguing connections between
generalized inverses of matrices and rank formulas of matrices were recognized in the
s, and a seminal work on rank formulas for matrices and their generalized inverses
was presented in []. The present author ﬁrst introduced matrix rank formulas into the
analysis of reverse-order laws of generalized inverses of matrix products in []. Over the
last  years the theory of matrix ranks and its applications have grown into an active
area of research in its own right, while a great wealth of literature was devoted to this sub-
ject and great successes were achieved during this approach. Now matrix rank formulas
have become a magic weapon of simplifying and establishing various complicated matrix
expressions and matrix equalities that involve generalized inverses of matrices.
2 Preliminaries
Recall a basic fact about matrix that A =  if and only if r(A) = . Thus, two matrices A
and B of the same size are equal, namely, A = B, if and only if r(A–B) = . Further, assume
that S and S are two sets consisting of matrices of the same size. Then the following two
assertions hold:
S ∩ S = ∅ ⇔ minA∈S,B∈S r(A – B) = ; (.)




r(A – B) = . (.)
These implications provide a highly ﬂexible framework for characterizing equalities of
matrices via ranks of matrices. If certain formulas for calculating the rank of A–B are de-
rived, we can use the formulas to characterize relations between twomatricesA andB, and
to obtain many valuable results. This method, called the matrix rank method, is available
for studying various matrix expressions involving generalized inverses of matrices. Per-
haps, no methods in linear algebra, as described above, is more elementary than the rank
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method in characterizing equalities of matrices. We see from (.) that the reverse-order







































Thus, if certain formulas for calculating the minimum ranks are given, we can derive nec-
essary and suﬃcient conditions for (.) to hold from the rank formulas. This ideas was
ﬁrst introduced by the present author in [] when characterizing reverse-order laws for
the Moore-Penrose inverses of products of matrices, and have widely been used by many
authors in the investigation of various types of reverse order law. To establish analyti-
cal formulas for calculating maximum and minimum ranks of matrix-valued functions is
tricky and challenging work because of the integer property of the rank of matrix, and
only pure algebraic methods are available to handle this kind of matrix rank optimization
problems.
We next brieﬂy introduce the mathematical foundations of our algebraic approaches
to make the paper self-contained. The results in the following lemma are well known or
follow from the deﬁnitions of {i, . . . , j}-inverses of a matrix; see, e.g., [, , ].
Lemma  Let A ∈Cm×n. Then the following results hold.
(a) The general expressions of the last seven generalized inverses of A in (.) can be
written in the following parametric forms:
A(,,) = A† + FAVEA, (.)
A(,,) = A† +A†AWEA, (.)
A(,,) = A† + FAVAA†, (.)
A(,) = A† +WEA, (.)










A() = A† + FAV +WEA, (.)
where the two matrices V ,W ∈Cn×m are arbitrary.
(b) The following matrix equalities hold:
AA(,,) = AA(,,) = AA(,) = AA†, (.)
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A(,,)A = A(,,)A = A(,)A = A†A, (.)
AA(,,) = AA(,) = AA(,) = AA() = AA† +AWEA, (.)
A(,,)A = A(,)A = A(,)A = A()A = A†A + FAVA, (.)
where the two matrices V andW are arbitrary.
(c) The following matrix set inclusions hold:
A† ∈ {A(,,)} ⊆ {A(,)} ⊆ {A()}, (.)
A† ∈ {A(,,)} ⊆ {A(,)} ⊆ {A()}, (.)
A† ∈ {A(,,)} ⊆ {A(,)} ⊆ {A()}, (.)
A† ∈ {A(,,)} ⊆ {A(,)} ⊆ {A()}, (.)
A† ∈ {A(,,)} ⊆ {A(,)} ⊆ {A()}, (.)
A† ∈ {A(,,)} ⊆ {A(,)} ⊆ {A()}. (.)











































In order to establish and simplify various matrix equalities composed of generalized
inverses ofmatrices, we need the followingwell-known rank formulas formatrices tomake
the paper self-contained.
Lemma  ([]) Let A ∈Cm×n, B ∈Cm×k , and C ∈Cl×n. Then












= r(B) + r(C) + r(EBAFC). (.)
Lemma  ([]) Let A ∈Cm×n, B ∈Cm×k , and C ∈Cl×n. Then the following results hold.





= r(A)⇔ R(C∗)⊆ R(A∗)⇔ CA†A = C ⇔ CFA = .











= r(A) + r(B) + r(C)⇔ R(A)∩ R(B) = {} and R(A∗)∩ R(C∗) = {}.
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Lemma  ([]) Let A ∈Cm×n and B ∈Cn×p. Then the following results hold.
(a) The rank of AB satisﬁes the expansion formulas














for all A() and B().
(b) The rank of AB satisﬁes the inequalities
r(AB)≤ min{r(A), r(B)} ≤ min{m,n,p}, (.)
r(AB)≥ r(A) + r(B) – r[A∗,B] ≥ max{, r(A) + r(B) – n}. (.)
(c) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) r(AB) = r(A) + r(B) – n.
(ii) (In – BB†)(In –A†A) = .
(iii) (In – BB())(In –A()A) =  for all A() and B().
(iv) N (A)⊆ R(B).
(v) N (B∗)⊆ R(A∗).
(d) The following statements are equivalent:
(i) AB = .
(ii) r(A) + r(B) = n – r[(In – BB†)(In –A†A)].
(iii) R(B)⊆ N (A).
(e) If r(AB) = r(A) + r(B) – n, then r[A∗,B] = r(A) + r(B) – r(AB) = n.
(f ) If AB = , then r[A∗,B] = r(A) + r(B).







































Because the rank of a matrix is a ﬁnite nonnegative integer, the ranks of matrix-valued
functions are always bounded no matter what variable matrices in them are taken. In par-
ticular, the maximum and minimum ranks of a given matrix-valued function do always
exist when variable matrices in the function run over certain feasible sets. In this case, it
is desirable to establish analytical formulas for calculating the maximum and minimum
ranks of the matrix-valued function over the feasible matrix sets, and use the maximum
and minimum ranks to characterize some algebraic properties of the matrix-valued func-
tion. One of such optimization problems is to ﬁnd the possible maximum and minimum
ranks of the Schur complement D – CA(i,...,j)B with respect to A(i,...,j). In the past decades,
some eﬀective algebraic methods for dealing with ranks of matrices were developed, and
many new matrix rank formulas were obtained. Especially, a comprehensive result on es-
tablishing rank formulas ofD–CA(i,...,j)Bwas given in []. As basic tools used in Section ,
we need the following matrix rank formulas.
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Lemma  ([]) Let
q(X,X) = (A + BXC)D(A + BXC)


























































































Lemma LetS and T be two sets consisting of appropriate sizes.Then the following results
hold.
(a) The following implication holds:
S ⊇ T ⇒ PSQ⊇ PT Q. (.)
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(c) The following implications hold:









Proof Result (a) is obvious from the fact that the matrix equality S = T implies the matrix
equality PSQ = PTQ. The two rank inequalities in (.) follow from the well-known rank
inequality r(S)≥ r(PSQ). The implications in (.) are obvious. 

























































































































Proof The proof follows from (.)-(.) and (.). 
3 Main results
Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p. In order to characterize performances of the product
B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j), we ﬁrst give their parametric forms of the products
B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) (.)
for the eight commonly used generalized inverses A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j), respectively. From
(.)-(.), the  parametric expressions of (.) corresponding to A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j) can
be written as
B†A(,,) = B†A† + B†FAWEA, (.)
B†A(,,) = B†A† + B†A†AWEA, (.)
B†A(,,) = B†A† + B†FAWAA†, (.)
B†A(,) = B†A† + B†WEA, (.)










B†A() = B†A† + B†FAW + B†WEA, (.)




















































A† + FAW +WEA
)
, (.)



















































A† + FAW +WEA
)
, (.)



















































A† + FAW +WEA
)
, (.)



















































A† + FAW +WEA
)
, (.)














































































































































A† + FAW +WEA
)
, (.)
B()A† = B†A† + FBVA† +VEBA†, (.)
B()A(,,) =
(














































B† + FBV +VEB
)(
A† + FAW +WEA
)
, (.)
where V , V, V,W ,W,W are arbitrary matrices of appropriate sizes. From (.)-(.),
we further obtain the following results on the analytical expressions of
BB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)A, A(i,...,j)ABB(i,...,j),
ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j), B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)AB, ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)AB.
(I) The products BB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)A can be written as the following four groups of
expression:
BB†A(,,)A
= BB†A(,,)A = BB†A(,)A = BB(,,)A†A
= BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,,)A†A
= BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,)A†A
= BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,)A
= BB†A†A, (.)
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BB†A(,,)A
= BB†A(,)A = BB†A(,)A = BB†A()A
= BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,,)A()A
= BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,,)A()A
= BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,)A = BB(,)A(,)A = BB(,)A()A
= BB†A†A + BB†FAWA, (.)
BB(,,)A†A
= BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A
= BB(,)A†A = BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,)A
= BB(,)A†A = BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,)A
= BB()A†A = BB()A(,,)A = BB()A(,,)A = BB()A(,)A
= BB†A†A + BVEBA†A, (.)
BB(,,)A(,,)A
= BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,,)A(,)A = BB(,,)A()A
= BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,)A = BB(,)A(,)A = BB(,)A()A
= BB(,)A(,,)A = BB(,)A(,)A = BB(,)A(,)A = BB()A()A








where V andW are variable matrices of appropriate sizes.
(II) The products A(i,...,j)ABB(i,...,j) can be written as the following four groups of
expression:
A(,,)ABB†
= A(,,)ABB† = A(,)ABB† = BB(,,)A†A
= A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,) = A†ABB(,,)
= A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,) = A†ABB(,)
= A(,)ABB(,) = A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,)
= A†ABB†, (.)
A(,,)ABB†
= A(,)ABB† = A(,)ABB† = A()ABB†
= A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,) = A()ABB(,,)
= A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,) = A()ABB(,,)
= A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,) = A()ABB(,)
= A†ABB† + FAWABB†, (.)
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A†ABB(,,)
= A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,)
= A†ABB(,) = A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,)
= A†ABB(,) = A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,)
= A†ABB() = A(,,)ABB() = A(,,)ABB() = A(,)ABB()
= A†ABB† +A†ABVEB, (.)
A(,,)ABB(,,)
= A(,)ABB(,,) = A(,)ABB(,,) = A()ABB(,,)
= A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,) = A()ABB(,)
= A(,,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,) = A(,)ABB(,) = A()ABB(,)








where V andW are variable matrices of appropriate sizes.
(III) The products ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)AB can be written as the following
groups of expression:
ABB(,,)A† = ABB(,,)A† = ABB(,)A† = ABB†A†, (.)
ABB†A(,,) = ABB(,,)A(,,) = ABB(,,)A(,,) = ABB(,)A(,,)
= ABB†A† +ABB†FAWEA, (.)
ABB†A(,,) = ABB(,,)A(,,) = ABB(,,)A(,,) = ABB(,)A(,,)
= ABB†A† +ABB†A†AWEA, (.)
ABB†A(,,) = ABB(,,)A(,,) = ABB(,,)A(,,) = ABB(,)A(,,)
= ABB†A† +ABB†FAWAA†, (.)
ABB†A(,) = ABB(,,)A(,) = ABB(,,)A(,) = ABB(,)A(,)
= ABB†A† +ABB†WEA, (.)
ABB†A(,) = ABB(,,)A(,) = ABB(,,)A(,) = ABB(,)A(,)
= ABB†A† +ABB†FAW , (.)










ABB†A() = ABB(,,)A() = ABB(,,)A() = ABB(,)A()
= ABB†A† +ABB†FAW +ABB†WEA, (.)
ABB(,,)A† = ABB(,)A† = ABB(,)A† = ABB()A†
= ABB†A† +ABVEBA†, (.)
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B†A(,,)AB = B†A(,,)AB = B†A(,)AB = B†A†AB, (.)
B(,,)A†AB = B(,,)A(,,)AB = B(,,)A(,,)AB = B(,,)A(,)AB
= B†A†AB + FBVEBA†AB, (.)
B(,,)A†AB = B(,,)A(,,)AB = B(,,)A(,,)AB = B(,,)A(,)AB
= B†A†AB + B†BVEBA†AB, (.)
B(,,)A†AB = B(,,)A(,,)AB = B(,,)A(,,)AB = B(,,)A(,)AB
= B†A†AB + FBVBB†A†AB, (.)
B(,)A†AB = B(,)A(,,)AB = B(,)A(,,)AB = B(,)A(,)AB
= B†A†AB +VEBA†AB, (.)
B(,)A†AB = B(,)A(,,)AB = B(,)A(,,)AB = B(,)A(,)AB
= B†A†AB + FBVA†AB, (.)










B()A†AB = B()A(,,)AB = B()A(,,)AB = B()A(,)AB
= B†A†AB + FBVA†AB +VEBA†AB, (.)
B†A(,,)AB = B†A(,)AB = B†A(,)AB = B†A()AB
= B†A†AB + B†FAWAB, (.)
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B()A(,,)AB = B()A(,)AB = B()A(,)AB = B()A()AB
=
(





where V , V, V,W ,W,W are variable matrices of appropriate sizes.
(IV) The products ABB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)AB can be written as the following four groups of
expression:
ABB†A(,,)AB
= ABB†A(,,)A = ABB†A(,)AB
= ABB(,,)A†AB = ABB(,,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,,)A(,,)AB
= ABB(,,)A(,)AB = ABB(,,)A†AB = ABB(,,)A(,,)AB
= ABB(,,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,,)A(,)AB = ABB(,)A†AB
= ABB(,)A(,)AB = ABB(,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB
= ABB†A†AB, (.)
ABB†A(,,)AB
= ABB†A(,)AB = ABB†A(,)AB
= ABB†A()AB = ABB(,,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,,)A(,)AB
= ABB(,,)A(,)AB = ABB(,,)A()AB = ABB(,,)A(,,)AB
= ABB(,,)A(,)AB = ABB(,,)A(,)AB = ABB(,,)A()AB
= ABB(,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB
= ABB(,)A()AB = ABB†A†AB +ABB†FAWAB, (.)
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ABB(,,)A†AB
= ABB(,,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,,)A(,,)AB
= ABB(,,)A(,)AB = ABB(,)A†AB = ABB(,)A(,,)AB
= ABB(,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB = ABB(,)A†AB
= ABB(,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB
= ABB()A†AB = ABB()A(,,)AB = ABB()A(,,)AB
= ABB()A(,)AB = ABB†A†AB +ABVEBA†AB, (.)
ABB(,,)A(,,)AB
= ABB(,,)A(,)AB = ABB(,,)A(,)AB
= ABB(,,)A()AB = ABB(,)A(,,)AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB
= ABB(,)A(,)AB = ABB(,)A()AB = ABB(,)A(,,)AB
= ABB(,)A(,)AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB = ABB()A()AB








where V andW are variable matrices of appropriate sizes.
Equations (.)-(.) show that the matrix products in (.) are in fact a group of linear
or nonlinear matrix-valued functions with one or more independent variable matrices.
Because the products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) and their ranks may vary with respect to the choices of
the variable matrices in them, the investigation of B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) is more like a pure algebraic
work of characterizing performances of linear or nonlinearmatrix-valued functions. As an
initial step of this algebraic work, we intend to establish analytical formulas for calculating
the global maximum and minimum ranks of (.)-(.) when V , V, V,W ,W, andW
run over the correspondingmatrix spaces. Concerning the upper and lower bounds of the
ranks of (.), we have the following results.








) ≥ max{, r(A(i,...,j)) + r(B(i,...,j)) – n} ≥ max{, r(A) + r(B) – n} (.)
hold, where A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j) are the eight commonly used generalized inverses of A and B,
respectively.
Proof The proof follows from (.), (.), and Lemma . 
The upper and lower bounds of the ranks of (.) and (.), as shown below, are
attainable for certain choices of A(i,...,j) and B(i,...,j). Concerning the global maximum and
minimum ranks of (.), we have the following main results.
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Theorem  Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p be given. Then the following  formulas for































































































































































































































m,n,p,m + p + r(AB) – r(A) – r(B)
}
, (.)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, r(A) + r(B) – n
}
. (.)
Proof Note from (.) that r(B†A(i,...,j)) = r(B∗A(i,...,j)) holds for all A(i,...,j). Applying (.)-
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Note from (.) that r(B(i,...,j)A†) = r(B(i,...,j)A∗) holds for allB(i,...,j). Hence, (.), (.),
(.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.),
and (.) follow from (.)-(.).




























































































































































































































=m + r(FA) =m + n – r(A). (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) and (.) and simplifying leads to (.) and
(.).
Also from (.), (.), and symmetry of patterns, we obtain from (.) and (.)













































thus establishing (.) and (.).











































































































































































































= r(A) + r(FA) = n. (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) and (.) and combining (.) and (.)
leads to (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), and (.), respectively.
Note from (.)-(.) that
{
B(,,)A(,)
} ⊆ {B(,,)A()} ⊆ {B()A()},
{
B(,,)A(,)
} ⊆ {B(,)A(,)} ⊆ {B()A(,)},
{
B(,,)A(,)














} ⊆ {B(,,)A(,)} ⊆ {B(,,)A()} ⊆ {B(,)A()} ⊆ {B()A()},
{
B(,,)A(,,)
} ⊆ {B(,,)A(,)} ⊆ {B(,)A(,)},
{
B(,,)A(,,)
} ⊆ {B(,)A(,,)} ⊆ {B(,)A(,)},
{
B(,,)A(,,)
} ⊆ {B(,)A(,,)} ⊆ {B(,)A(,)} ⊆ {B(,)A()},
{
B(,,)A(,,)
} ⊆ {B(,)A(,)} ⊆ {B()A(,)},
{
B(,,)A(,,)
} ⊆ {B()A(,,)} ⊆ {B()A(,)}.






































































































































































































































































































establishing (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.),




































































































, r(A) + r(B) – n
}
,
establishing (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.),
(.), (.), (.), (.), (.), and (.), respectively.









































































































































































































+ r(EA) =m + n – r(A). (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) and (.) and simplifying leads to (.) and
(.), respectively.














hold for all B(,,) and A(,,). Hence, (.) and (.) follow from (.) and (.).
Equations (.) and (.) can be established by pattern symmetry.
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hold for all B(,,), A(,,) and A(,), where by (.) and (.),


































































































































































































= r(A) + r(FA) = n. (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) and (.) and combining themwith (.) and
(.) lead to (.), (.), (.), and (.), respectively. Equations (.), (.),
(.), and (.) can be established by pattern symmetry.



































































































































































































+ r(EA) =m + n – r(A). (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) and (.) leads to (.) and (.), respec-
tively. Equations (.) and (.) can be established by pattern symmetry.


































as required for (.). Equation (.) can be established by pattern symmetry.






















































thus establishing (.) and (.). Equations (.) and (.) can be established by
pattern symmetry.


























Applying (.) and (.) to the right-hand side of (.) and simplifying, we obtain














































































































































































=m + n – r(A). (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) and (.) and combining them with (.)
and (.) lead to (.), (.), (.) and (.), respectively. Equations (.),
(.), (.) and (.) can be established by pattern symmetry.
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Combining (.), (.), and (.) yields (.) and (.). Equations (.) and
(.) can be established by pattern symmetry.

































































as required for (.) and (.). Equations (.) and (.) can be established by
pattern symmetry.
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Thus (.)-(.) follow from (.)-(.). Equations (.), (.), (.), (.),
(.), (.), (.), (.) can be established by pattern symmetry.






































































































































⎦ =m + n – r(A). (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) lead to (.). Equation (.) can be established
by pattern symmetry.












































































































































































⎦ =m + n – r(A). (.)
Substituting (.)-(.) into (.) and (.) leads to (.) and (.).


































as required for (.). Equation (.) can be established by pattern symmetry. 
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Theorem  shows that there do exist analytical formulas for calculating the global maxi-
mum and minimum ranks of the matrix-valued functions in (.)-(.) even it is hard to
believe this work can completely be ﬁnished at the very beginning. In fact, the present au-
thor made suﬃcient preparations for the matrix tricks and tools used in the above proofs
since the s, while a systematic theory of matrix rank formulas and generalized in-
verses of matrices were well developed during this approach.
Many rank equalities and inequalities for the ranks of the products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) can be
established from the previous theorem. In particular, we can directly obtain the diﬀerence
of the maximum andminimum ranks of B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j), called the spreads of the ranks of the
products B(i,...,j)A(i,...,j) and their rank invariance.
Corollary  Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p be given with m = , n = , and p = , and let
M = [A∗,B]. Then the following results hold.















r(B) – r(AB),m – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B†A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all A(,,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(B) or r(A) =m.
() r(B†A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all A(,,).















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B†A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all A(,,).
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(B) – r(AB),m – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B†A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all A(,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(B) or r(A) =m.















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B†A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all A(,).
(ii) R(A∗)⊇ R(B) or r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m.















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
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Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B†A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all A(,).
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B†A()) = r(AB) holds for all A().
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(A) – r(AB),p – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A†) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(A) or r(B) = p.















m – r(AB),n – r(AB),p – r(AB),m + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(AB) =m or r(AB) = n or r(AB) = p or r(A) + r(B) =m + p.















r(A) – r(AB),p – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(A) or r(B) = p.















p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).
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m – r(AB),n – r(AB),p – r(AB),m + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) r(AB) =m or r(AB) = n or r(AB) = p or r(A) + r(B) =m + p.















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),n – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.















p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),n – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A()) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A().
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A†) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A†.
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).
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m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(A), r(B),n – r(A),n – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) A =  or B =  or r(A) = n or r(B) = n.















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















m,n – r(A), r(B),m + n – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) r(A) = n, or B = , or r(A) =m and r(B) = n.
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r(A), r(B),n – r(A),n – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) A =  or B =  or r(A) = n or r(B) = n.















m,n – r(A), r(B),m + n – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A()) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A().
(ii) r(A) = n, or B = , or r(A) =m and r(B) = n.
() r(B(,,)A†) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A†.















r(B) – r(AB),m – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(B) or r(A) =m.
() r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(B) – r(AB),m – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(B) or r(A) =m.
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m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,,)A()) = r(AB) for all B(,,) and A().
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A†) = r(AB) holds for all B(,)
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),n – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.
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p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).















p, r(A),n – r(B),n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) A =  or r(B) = n or r(A) + r(B) = n + p















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),n – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.















m,n,p,m + n – r(A) – r(B), n – r(A) – r(B),n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) = min{m + n, n,n + p}.















p, r(A),n – r(B),n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) A = , or r(B) = n, or r(A) + r(B) = n + p.
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m,n,p,m + n – r(A) – r(B), n – r(A) – r(B),
n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A()) = r(AB) for all B(,) and A().
(ii) r(A) + r(B) = min{m + n, n,n + p}.















r(A) – r(AB),p – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A†) = r(AB) holds for all B(,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(A) or r(B) = p.















m – r(AB),n – r(AB),p – r(AB),m + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(AB) =m or r(AB) = n or r(AB) = p or r(A) + r(B) =m + p.















r(A) – r(AB),p – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(AB) = r(A) or r(B) = p.















p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).
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m – r(AB),n – r(AB),p – r(AB),m + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) r(AB) =m or r(AB) = n or r(AB) = p or r(A) + r(B) =m + p.















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),n – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.















p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),n – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A()) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A().
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A†) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A†.
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).
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m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(M) – r(A), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) R(A∗)⊆ R(B) or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















r(A), r(B),n – r(A),n – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
(ii) A =  or B =  or r(A) = n or r(B) = n.















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) –m or R(A∗)⊇ R(B).















m, r(B),m + n – r(A) – r(B),n – r(A)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) r(A) = n or B =  or r(A) + r(B) =m + n.
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r(A), r(B),n – r(A),n – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
(ii) A =  or B =  or r(A) = n or r(B) = n.















m,n – r(A), r(B),m + n – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B(,)A()) = r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A().
(ii) r(A) = n or B =  or r(A) + r(B) =m + n.















p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A†) = r(AB) holds for all B() and A†.
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),n – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A(,,)) = r(AB) for all B() and A(,,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.















p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M), r(M) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A(,,)) = r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,,).
(ii) r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – p or R(A∗)⊆ R(B).
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p, r(A),n – r(B),n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A(,,)) = r(AB) for all B() and A(,,).
(ii) A =  or r(B) = n or r(A) + r(B) = n + p.















m – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),bn – r(A) – r(B) + r(M),
p – r(A) – r(B) + r(M)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A(,)) = r(AB) for all B() and A(,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) – r(M) = min{m,n,p}.















m,n,p,m + n – r(A) – r(B), n – r(A) – r(B),n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A(,)) = r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,).
(ii) r(A) + r(B) = min{m + n, n,n + p}.















p, r(A),n – r(B),n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A(,)) = r(AB) for all B() and A(,).
(ii) A =  or r(B) = n or r(A) + r(B) = n + p.















m,n,p,m + n – r(A) – r(B), n – r(A) – r(B),n + p – r(A) – r(B)
}
.
Hence, the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) r(B()A()) = r(AB) holds for all B() and A().
(ii) r(A) + r(B) = min{m + n, n,n + p}.
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Corollary  Let A ∈Cm×n and B ∈Cn×p be given. Then, the following results hold.
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
() r(B†A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all A(,,).
() r(B†A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all A(,).
() r(B†A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all A(,).
() r(B†A())≥ r(AB) holds for all A().
() r(B(,,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
() r(B(,,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
() r(B(,,)A())≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A().
() r(B(,,)A†)≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,).
() r(B(,,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
() r(B(,,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
() r(B(,,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
() r(B(,,)A())≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A().
() r(B(,)A†)≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,).
() r(B(,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
() r(B(,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
() r(A(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
() r(B(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
() r(B(,)A())≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A().
() r(B(,)A†)≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,).
() r(B(,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
() r(B()A†)≥ r(AB) holds for all B().
() r(B()A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,,).
() r(B()A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,,).
() r(B()A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,).
() r(M) = r(A) + r(B) – r(AB).
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
() r(B(,,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
() r(B(,,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A(,).
() r(B(,,)A())≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,,) and A().
() r(B(,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
() r(B(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
() r(B(,)A())≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A().
() r(B(,)A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,,).
() r(B(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
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() r(B(,)A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A(,).
() r(B(,)A())≥ r(AB) holds for all B(,) and A().
() r(B()A(,,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,,).
() r(B()A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,).
() r(B()A(,))≥ r(AB) holds for all B() and A(,).
() r(B()A())≥ r(AB) holds for all B() and A().
() AB =  or r(AB) = r(A) + r(B) – n.
Proof Theproof follows from setting theminimumranks of the correspondingB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)
equal to r(AB). 
Corollary  Let A ∈Cm×n and B ∈Cn×p be given. Then the following results hold.
(a) The following statements are equivalent:
() There exists an A(,,) such that B†A(,,) = .
() B†A(,,) =  holds for some/any A(,,).
() There exists an A(,) such that B†A(,) = .
() There exists a B(,,) such that B(,,)A† = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() B(,,)A† =  holds for some/any B(,,).
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() B(,,)A(,,) =  holds for some/any B(,,) and A(,,).
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exists a B(,) such that B(,)A† = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() AB = .
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
() There exists an A(,,) such that B†A(,,) = .
() There exists an A(,) such that B†A(,) = .
() There exists an A(,) such that B†A(,) = .
() There exists an A() such that B†A() = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A() such that B(,,)A() = .
() There exists a B(,,) such that B(,,)A† = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A() such that B(,,)A() = .
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() There exists a B(,) such that B(,)A† = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A() such that B(,)A() = .
() There exists a B(,) such that B(,)A† = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exists a B() such that B()A† = .
() There exist B() and A(,,) such that B()A(,,) = .
() There exist B() and A(,,) such that B()A(,,) = .
() There exist B() and A(,) such that B()A(,) = .
() R(A∗)∩ R(B) = {}.
(c) The following statements are equivalent:
() There exist B(,,) and A(,,) such that B(,,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A(,) such that B(,,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,,) and A() such that B(,,)A() = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A() such that B(,)A() = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,,) such that B(,)A(,,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A(,) such that B(,)A(,) = .
() There exist B(,) and A() such that B(,)A() = .
() There exist B() and A(,,) such that B()A(,,) = .
() There exist B() and A(,) such that B()A(,) = .
() There exist B() and A(,) such that B()A(,) = .
() There exist B() and A() such that B()A() = .
() r(A) + r(B)≤ n.
Proof Theproof follows from setting theminimumranks of the correspondingB(i,...,j)A(i,...,j)
equal to zero. 
4 Conclusions
A huge amount of rank formulas associated with reverse-order laws of generalized in-
verses of products of matrices have been established since the s, which played es-
sential roles in revealing mechanisms of reverse-order laws. As one part of this ongoing
work, we reconsidered in this paper products of generalized inverses of two matrices, es-
tablished a group of exact forms for calculating the ranks of the products, and described
many performances of the products via the rank formulas. All these results can serve as
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standard references in the investigation of various problems related to products of gener-
alized inverses of matrices. Furthermore, there are many problems on establishing rank
formulas for generalized inverses of matrix products and their applications. For instance,
(a) Establish analytical formulas for calculating (.)-(.), and use the formulas to
derive necessary and suﬃcient conditions for (.)-(.) to hold.
(b) Establish analytical formulas for calculating the maximum and minimum ranks of
the multiple matrix products in (.)-(.), and characterize the performances of
these products via the rank formulas.
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